
Watch the following clips on the blog:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xzsOOLIsZ-U – Geoff Hurst – World Cup
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c_KhRadTP5A – Mo Farah
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ed4lKSF-sVg – Penguins!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xzsOOLIsZ-U
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c_KhRadTP5A
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ed4lKSF-sVg


What do you notice about the commentary on the clips?
What is the purpose of it?
What literary techniques should a commentator use?

Discuss



Have a go at commentating on something you can observe –
either within the classroom or your home.  
Try and inform your listener about what is happening while 
staying engaging and exciting.  
Keep going.  
It’s trickier than it looks!      

Have a go



Record or write down your commentary.
What do you notice when you go back over it?  
Could you improve it with editing?  How?

Extension



Watch the following clips on the blog:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n6MLtho2d7k
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G8h9G6gF6BE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wu0MZqq5phE

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n6MLtho2d7k
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G8h9G6gF6BE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wu0MZqq5phE


Write your own commentary for the 
videos.  What events will you describe?  
How will you quickly paint a picture for 
your listener?  What will you leave out?  
Can you keep things exciting and clear? 



Don’t worry about using accurate names or 
anything like that.  Just make sure you 
paint a clear picture for your imaginary 
listener and keep things entertaining!



Have a go at reading and (if possible) recording your 
commentary.  Can you read it with exciting expression?  
When should you raise or lower your voice?  When is it 

best to speed up or quieten down?

Have fun!



A pundit analyses the sport after the 
event and mentions key moments 

and explains what has happened in 
depth.



Choose a video and study it in more detail.  Instead of 
creating a commentary try to decide upon three key 
moments and describe them in depth.  How did they 

impact what was happening?  What could have 
happened differently?



Imagine your ideal sporting scenario.  It could be 
Newcastle winning the FA cup, England winning gold in 

gymnastics at the Olympics or Mark Docherty 
becoming the heavyweight champion of the world.



Your task is to write two paragraphs that are 
distinct from each other.

Paragraph 1: A short piece of commentary 
describing the sporting event in a quick and 

exciting way for an imaginary listener.

Paragraph 2: A short piece of punditry explaining 
in technical detail what has occurred and why.


